Hazard Report
Reference Number:

ASOR: 6SQN-075-2007-SASOR 2

References:
A.
AAP 7214.010-6-1M
B.
ACG SI(LOG) 2-7-6
Workflow Phase:

Resolution

Classification:

Serious Incident

Title:

Materiel / Engine / ENGINE FIRE AND HYDRAULIC FAILURE

Occurrence Date Time:

01 1530 LOCAL Oct 07

Location:

Other - Please Specify

Parachute Incident Report:

YCCA
No

Telephone Notification to

DDAAFS: Yes

Weather:

Smoke haze

Light Conds:

Day

ATSB: No

Meteorological Conds:

VMC

Environmental Facts:

N/A

Aircraft Details
F-111C and RF-111C / A08C / 130 / Sonic 1
Flight Phase:

Descent

Last Dep Point:

YAMB

Intended Land Point:

YAMB

Mission:

Training
AP13P - OPCON day applied phase

NVD Aided:
Strobe/Anti Coll lights:

No
On

Helmet Mounted Device: No
Fuel Dump:

External NVG lighting:
Landing lights:

Off
Off

Engine In Flight Shut Down: No

NVG Search lights:
Nav lights:

Off
On

Engine related Mission Abort: No

No

Fuel Dump Detail:
Speed (KIAS):

500 to 600

Alt (Feet AMSL):

Greater than 2000

Flight Path:

Clear

Flight Phase:

Descent

Personnel Details
AC / # / QFI-B / AuthOff:No / AC563 Report:No
SP / # / U / AuthOff:No / AC563 Report:No

Hazard Narrative
The incident mission was a day pairs OPCON strike with the pilot under training and a QFI in SONIC 1, and a QFI and ACO
in SONIC 2. Established as lead with SONIC 2 in 8nm trail, SONIC 1 was at Mach 0.9 in a terrain following radar (TFR)
descent through 5000 ft when a TFR flyup occurred. Whilst managing the system failure, the L ENG FIRE light started
flashing followed shortly after by the illumination of the L BLEED DUCT fail warning lamp. TFR ops were discontinued, the
Boldface actions completed and SONIC 2 advised immediately with a request for a visual inspection.
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The aircraft was turned toward Oakey as the closest suitable airfield while the ENG FIRE LIGHT remained lit but not
flashing. During the turn the L and R PRI HYD caution lamps illuminated with sytem pressure indicating zero. Additionally,
RUDDER AUTH, PITCH, ROLL AND YAW CHANNEL LAMPS illuminated commensurate with the Hydraulic Failure. A
MAYDAY was declared with ATC and intentions passed for a landing at Oakey. The ENG FIRE INFLIGHT checklist was
completed with SONIC 2 advising no sign of fire but with trailing white smoke. The fire lights were tested for correct
operation however the L ENG FIRE light did not flash but remained steadily lit and continued to remain lit until aircraft
shutdown at AMB.
The loss of the PRI HYD system resulted in no Nose Wheel Steering (NWS) capability for landing and only residual
accumulator brake pressure available to stop the aircraft on Oakey's 5400ft runway. With the checklist recommendation for
a cable engagement on landing with a HYD failure, aircraft fuel load at 23000lbs plus stores and no means to reduce this
following the Fire a decision was made to track for AMB instead (a further 40nm). This decision was passed to SONIC 2
and ATC updated for amended clearances at 6000 to 7000. With SONIC 2 in close combat a check of AB operation on the
good engine was performed to ensure adequate thrust for configured flight and possible overshoot with no sign of external
fire or adverse indications in the cockpit.
Considerations for a PRI HYD failure landing were reviewed with the decision to run the PRI HYD FAIL LANDING checklist
followed by the SINGLE ENG LANDING checklist and the cable engagement checklist. These checklists were performed
inside 30nm AMB whilst tracking for downwind. With only one hydraulic pump providing pressure to the flight controls, the
decision was made to use full flap despite the heavier weight to provide greater drag and therefore higher engine RPM on
final. AB was available on the right engine providing some overshoot potential. SONIC 2 was cleared off to land ahead
once SONIC 1 had successfully configured for landing.
Whilst on descent on downwind passing 5000ft the pilot under training, who had been flying to this point, highlighted that
there was some adverse control force required to maintain wings level. This was noted at 170KIAS. The QFI took over and
noted a horizontal stabiliser split of 10 to 12 degrees with some force required. Satisfied with the controllability the decision
was made to continue for an approach with an awareness of both the control force required for wings level and the reduced
available hydraulic system performance. The aircraft was landed via a cable engagement with the crew egressing
immediately. ATC cancelled the MAYDAY following the crew exiting the aircraft.

Investigation
Investigation Status: Completed

Analysis
001

6Sqn
Aircrew actions
The aircrew completed the checklists for engine fire in flight, single engine landing and hydraulic failure landing.
The crew did not contact squadron operations, however an aircrew member was available at OPS if required and
had consulted the flight manual for the relevant emergencies. The emergency crew prioritised communication with
the wingman over attempting to talk to OPS and were happy with the guidance given by the checklist.

002

6Sqn
Strip Clearance
On arrival to Amberley, aircraft A08-130 was safed by the 6SQN Strip Clearance crew. A preliminary visual
inspection of the aircraft showed no fire. As such, the aircraft was towed to 6SQN lines.

003

6Sqn
Preliminary Investigation
The aircraft was immediately quarantined for ASOR investigation.
On request from the ASOR I/C, 6SQN maintenance personnel removed the LH engine bay door and inspected for
damage. Significant fire damage was evident from the firewall aft along the outboard side of the engine. In
particular, fire damage was evident around the hydraulic pumps, engine starter motor and to hydraulic/electrical
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lines in the area.
Inspection of the LH speed bump area showed significant signs of fire damage, in close vicinity to the chaff and
flare installation areas.
A small hole was found on the LH primary hydraulic pump line approximately 30cm aft of the firewall. An AC
power line in close vicinity to the small hole showed excessive signs of wear.
004

6Sqn
Further Investigation
Hydraulic Line
Inspection of the hydraulic line with the small hole revealed that "bi-seal" tape had been used to wrap previous
damage to the line in the same area. As such, it is possible that the small hole developed through the same point
where previous damage existed. Damage consistent with electrical burning was evident at the site of the hole.
AC Power Line
Visual inspection of the AC power line showed the internal wires were bare and chaffing damage.
Forward of Firewall
Inspection of the bleed air ducts and hydraulic system forward of the firewall was carried out. No failure was
evident in this area.
Aft End of Engine
Inspection at the aft end of the engine revealed significant damage to the engine air/oil cooler (resulting in
excessive engine oil leakage). Fire damage was also evident on the LH speed bump area.
Failure Modes
It is likely that the failure is a function of two faults. The first being excessive chaffing to both the hydraulic line and
the AC power line. The second being electrical arcing between the two lines.
Failure Sequence
The probable sequence of events which lead to failure is that the electrical and hydraulic lines experienced
sufficient chaffing to enable an electrical connection to occur between the two lines. This electrical connection
enabled arcing to occur which burnt a hole at the previously damaged area on the hydraulic line. Hydraulic fluid
escaped through the hole, over the AC power line, forward onto the Jacob's Ladder into the cavity between the
fuselage and the engine (to the air/oil cooler). The bare wires on the AC power line provide a sufficiently high
flashpoint to set alight the hydraulic fluid. The fire followed the fluid path form the Jacob's Ladder to the air/oil
cooler, causing significant damage. The excessive loss of hydraulic fluid, coupled with the fire would lead to a LH
engine fire indication and a primary hydraulic failure (LH and RH) indication in the cockpit. In addition, the bleed
duct sensor line is located in close vicinity to the damaged lines. As such, a fire in this area would cause a LH
bleed air duct failure indication in the cockpit.
Final metallurgical assessment of the A8-130 incident hoses has confirmed the cause of the incident to that of
excessive wearing, arching and rupturing of the hydraulic line, and fire. This assessment has ruled out all other
possible failure modes under consideration.

005

6Sqn
Inspection of Paperwork
Inspection of A08-130's aircraft paperwork over the period of 01 Jan 07 to 01 Oct 07 highlighted six discreet
instances of maintenenace being carried out in the subject area. Of these instances, one was carried out by
Boeing (22 Feb 07), two were carried out by 1SQN (6 Jun 07 and 12 Jul 07) and three were carried out by 6SQN
(29 Jan 07, 28 Aug 07 and 04 Sep 07).
In addition to the maintenance carried out over the last ten months, the aircraft had been flown numerous times.
As such, many after and before flight servicings had been carried out on the aircraft by numerous personnel.
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006

6Sqn
After Flight Inspections
In accordance with reference A, the areas under panels 4101 and 4201 are to be checked for obvious damage.
There are no specific inspection requirements regarding the subject items and an amendment may be required to
include such requirements. Reference B, used to train personnel in flightline servicings in conjunction with
reference A, also does not specifically mention any inspection requirements for the hydraulic and electrical lines
under panels 4101 and 4201.
The AF and BF procedures in reference A and B are quite involved and vary between both publications. As such,
the potential for personnel to miss an inspection is significantly enhanced if they do not utilise the correct
publication for every AF and/or BF.
Additional investigation is required to ensure appropriate training is provided to personnel to conduct the AF
inspections.

007

6Sqn
Configuration Assessment and maintenance procedures
Visual inspections of the fleet's engines showed that there was considerable variance in the configuration of the
hydraulic and power lines within the engine bays. Discussion with various maintenance personnel revealed that it
is common practise for maintainers to change configurations so as to try and ensure all of the lines have sufficient
space to minimise chaffing/wear. The maintainers stated that they often received engines with hydraulic and
power lines of incorrect length.
Another configuration concern was that the subject hydraulic line on A08-130 had "bi-seal" tape around the area
that failed. Bi-seal tape is not authorised to be used on this hydraulic line. In addition, it is a requirement to have
"scuff-guard" around the hydraulic lines. However, the configuration assessement revealed that many lines did not
have scuff guard installed.
There was also considerable ambiguity in regards to the correct power line configuration. In particular, the number
of washers used when attaching the power line to the firewall was ambiguous.
Due to the configuration variance, BASC generated reference C, which provides the correct cofigurations for both
the hydraulic and power lines. The AEO has also been requested to investigate the adequacy of maintenance
publications for installation, repair, removal and inspection of the subject lines (refer to the recommendations).

008

6Sqn
Systemic Concerns
From discussions with a variety of maintenance personnel across the ATECH and AVTECH musterings, some
systemic issues were highlighted that could have led towards this serious incident occurring.
The current flightline training for fitters consists of approximately two months, whereby they are trained by TNCOs
(who can potentially have only two years experience). In the past (around 10-15 years ago) fitters carried out
flightline duties for a minimum of one year and they were trained by technicians with around 10 years experience.
As such, the fitters today gain a lot less experience in flightline duties and the quality of training has potentially
decreased over time.
In addition to the significant reduction in flightline training time and a possible reduction in quality, 6SQN personnel
are currently rotated in and out of flightline on a regular (weekly) basis. This could also contribute to a reduction in
after/before flight servicing quality.
In order to increase increase the level of flightline training and still maintain journal progression, a
recommendation has been made to WOE 6SQN to increase the flightline rotation period from one to two weeks.

Findings
001

Probable Cause of Failure
Failure Sequence
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The probable sequence of events which led to the failure is that the electrical and hydraulic lines experienced
sufficient chaffing to enable an electrical connection to occur between the two lines. This electrical connection
enabled arcing to occur which burnt a hole at the previously damaged area on the hydraulic line. Hydraulic fluid
escaped through the hole, over the AC power line, forward onto the Jacob's Ladder into the cavity between the
fuselage and the engine (to the air/oil cooler). The bare wires on the AC power line provide a sufficiently high
flashpoint to set alight the hydraulic fluid. The fire followed the fluid path from the Jacob's Ladder to the air/oil
cooler, causing significant damage. The excessive loss of hydraulic fluid, coupled with the fire would lead to a LH
engine fire indication and a primary hydraulic failure (LH and RH) indication in the cockpit. In addition, the bleed
duct sensor line is located in close vicinity to the damaged lines. As such, a fire in this area would cause a LH
bleed air duct failure indication in the cockpit.
002

Aircrew actions
The flight manual and checklist procedures were appropriate for the emergency and the crew completed them
correctly.

003

After Flight Inspections
In accordance with reference A, the areas under panels 4101 and 4201 are to be checked for obvious damage.
There are no specific inspection requirements regarding the subject items. Reference B, used to train personnel
in flightline servicings in conjunction with reference A, also does not specifically mention any inspection
requirements for the hydraulic and electrical lines under panels 4101 and 4201.

004

Configuration assessment and maintenance procedures
The fleet's inspections of engines and review of the publications showed that there was considerable variance in
the configuration of the hydraulic and power lines within the engine bays. In the case of the publications this led
to considerable ambiguity in regards to the correct power line configuration.

005

Systemic concerns
The reduction in the flightline training time of fitters, and the potential reduction in the quality of the training
provided, combined with current weekly rotation through flightline, is thought to have contributed to a reduction in
after/before flight servicing quality.

Contributing Factors
Unsafe Acts or Conditions / Violations / Routine / Failed to Use Publications / 3
Preconditions for Unsafe Acts / Substandard Conditions / Equipment / Unreliable/Faulty / 1
Organisational Influences / Organisational Climate / Culture / Norms and Rules / 3
Organisational Influences / Organisational Processes / Procedures / Instructions / 3

Defences
What, if anything, limited the consequences of the occurrence? / Procedures / Operator Reaction
Detection - How was the problem revealed? / Aircraft on-board warning systems

Risk Management
Risk Management Effective:

Actions
001

* Completed *

Amend ACG SI(LOG) 2-7-6

ACG SI(LOG) 2-7-6 is to be amended to highlight the requirement to inspect all hydraulic and electrical lines
under panels 4101 and 4201 for any damage.
Response:
Amendments to the subject SI have been raised and forwarded to the SI
sponsor for review and release.
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002

* Completed *

Amend AAP 7214.010-6-1M

AAP 7214.010-6-1M is to be amended to highlight the requirement to inspect hydraulic and electrical lines
under panels 4101 and 4201 for damage.
Response:
As per the notes section of STK07-SB-00487, BASC is currently amending
AAP 7214.010-6-1M to ensure inspection of the subject hydraulic and
electrical lines is carried out.
003

* Completed *

Continuation Training

CT is to be provided to maintenance personnel to highlight the inspection requirements for all hydraulic and
electrical lines, with particular attention to the areas under panels 4101 and 4201. This action item is to be
conducted once action items 01 and 02 are incorporated and promulgated.
Response:
CT session has been carried out on AMO day Feb 08.
004

* Completed *

Condition Report

Raise a Condition Report for promulgation.
Response:

Condition report 6SQN-08-07 has been raised and promugated.

005

Aircraft Damage Report

* Completed *

Raise an Aircraft Damage Report for promulgation.
Response:

Aircraft Damage Report 6SQN-005-07 raised and promulgated.

006

Consolidate differences between ACG SI (LOG) and AAP 7214.010-6-1M

* Completed *

Review both instructions and if differences exist address through an amendment as appropriate.
Response:

WOE 6SQN has been tasked to amend ACG SI(LOG) 2-7-6.

Recommendations
001

* Accepted * * Completed *

Review of supply process.

The AEO is requested to investigate the conformance of replacement assets when supplied to users and with
serviceable engines as this is outside the scope of the AMO's investigation.
Response:
29/1/08 SRSPO MSN Mgr
Cable Management
a - The SRSPO investigation identified that AC generator electrical cables
were not being actively managed. Therefore, engineering management
(including the repair methodology) has been assigned to an appropraite F-111
AEO. AAP 7214.003-2-6-1 - Powerplant and Related Systems is being
amended to reflect this.
b - The DM facility is measuring cables prior to fitment to serviceable engines
so as to ensure correct length cables are fitted when an engine arrives at an
operating unit.
c - Replacement cables are being manufactured (as required) IAW the
approved engineering specification.
Electrical Cable Protection
a - Electrical cables are now being fitted with heat shrink IAW Boeing Service
Bulletin STK07-SB-00487 to provide cables with an additional layer of
protection.
b - AAP 7214.003-2-6-1 - Powerplant and Related Systems F-111C Aircraft is
being amended to include the intent of Boeing Service Bulletin
STK07-SB-00487.
c - A black coloured heat shrink is being used to ensure chaffing that
penetrates through the heat shrink to the white cable below will be easily
identifiable (maximum contrast) to the naked eye.
Hydraulic Line Protection
All hydraulic lines (including installed and uninstalled serviceable assets) have
been fitted with scuff guard IAW the applicable OEM drawing.
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NOTE: For further detail refer to SRSPO Technical Investigation Report
SRSPO/2003/1/23/TECH Pt 1 (43) - Technical Review of A8-130 Serious
Incident of 1 Oct 07.
002

* Accepted * * Completed *

Investigate the adequacy Maintenance Procedures

The AEO is requested to investigate the adequacy of maintenance publications for the installation, repair and
limitations of electrical engine power lines and hydraulic pipes, as this is outside the scope of the AMO's
investigation.
Response:
29/1/08 SRSPO MSN Mgr
Publication Amendments
The SRSPO investigation identified a number of discrepancies in F-111
maintenance publications. All publication amendments are currently being
actioned.
Inspection Techniques
The wear and degradation in the engine bay did not occur in one flight.
Therefore, there was an opportunity for this problem to be discovered during
an After Flight servicing. Potentially the 'look' inspection is not enough to
capture this problem and therefore a publication amendment has been initiated
to upgrade the After Flight servicing to require technicians to 'examine' the
engine bay. An 'examine' inspection should prompt technicians to perform a
more thorough inspection of the engine bay, however it is important to note
that this publication amendment is not a substitute for a vigalent technician
using sound inspection techniques.
NOTE: For further detail refer to SRSPO Technical Investigation Report
SRSPO/2003/1/23/TECH Pt 1 (43) - Technical Review of A8-130 Serious
Incident of 1 Oct 07.
003

* Accepted * * Completed *

Assess repairability of A08-130

SRSPO is requested to task the DM contractor to assess and repair, if cost effective, the damage sustained by
A08-130, as this is outside the scope of the AMO's investigation and maintenance capacity.
Response:
29/1/08 SRSPO MSN Mgr
Boeing's current capacity to undertake and complete the damage assessment
of A8-130 is limited due to the current DM schedule. SRSPO is consulting
Boeing regarding a schedule for assessment of A8-130's damage and
anticipates receiving Boeing's advice by Mid Feb 08.
21/4/08 6SQN AMO
SRSPO have engaged Boeing to make a recommendation on whether the
repair is viable. Quote from Boeing is expected by 02 May 08, therefore it is
expected that a decision will be made by the end of May 08.
004

* Accepted * * Completed *

Assess the the repairability of the engine.

SRSPO is requested to task the DM contractor to assess and repair, if cost effective, the damage sustained by
engine (SNo P71-4056), as this is outside the scope of the AMO's investigation and maintenance capacity.
Response:
7/2/08 SRSPO MSN Manager:
The subject engine (S/No P71- 4056L) is tentatively programmed for Horizontal
Repair induction at TAEQ on 05 Mar 08. The engine has undergone
conditional assessments and TAEQ engineering have performed a review and
cleared the engine for maintenance. TAE CM will prescribe appropriate penalty
maintenance measures to ensure the ongoing integrity of the engine - post
recovery maintenance.
21/4/08 6SQN AMO
TAE are currently working the repair. They have performed visual inspections
and partial disassembly to view condition of bearings, and are generating a list
of components to be replaced.
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005

* Accepted * * Completed *

Review Flightline Rotations

WOE 6SQN is requested to review the rotation period for maintenance personnel into flightline and consider
whether or not it would be benefitial to extend the rotation period to increase the quality of the AF/BFs.
Additionally WOE 6SQN is to review the training practices and ensure all procedures are being followed
appropriately.
Response:
Rotation period has been reviewed. It is currently not possible to increase the
amount of time personnel spend on flightline, due to the low serviceability rate
of aircraft, and the large number of personnel awaiting flightline experience.
The training practices have been reviewed and are assessed as appropriate.
CT sessions have been conducted to increase awareness of the importance of
flightline inspections.

Damage Details
Refer to Condition Report 6SQN-08-07 and Aircraft Damage Report 6SQN-05-07

Related Correspondence

Unit Review
Supervisor Comments
Maintenance
From the incident investigation the direct cause of the incident was found to be the result of chaffing and arcing of the
AC power line on the primary hydraulic line, which resulted in an engine fire. However, whilst general inspections of
the area are conducted as part of AF and BF servicings they were inadequate to pick up the damaged hoses. This
was due to both human and procedure deficiencies. It is a general inspection requirement that was inadequate as
similar chaffing was found across the fleet. Appropriate publication amendments and awareness training has been
undertaken to address the problems for the long term, with the fleet having been restored to an serviceable baseline
to ensure prevention of such an event in the immediate future.

CO Comments
This incident was well handled by all the aircrew involved and resulted in the safe recovery of the
aircraft . Mechanisms have been put in place to resolve the short and long term maintenance
issues highlighted by this incident. This incident will be rebriefed at the first unit safety day of
2008 and will be used as the catalyst to consider further improvements to unit training and
management practices.

Resolution
Analysis
Nil

Findings
Nil

Contributing Factors
Nil

Defences
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Nil

Actions
Nil

Recommendations
Nil

Board Review
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